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To the extent that it is possible to isolate analytically
individual "policies" from the total mass of governmental decision

making there are obviously many questions that can be asked about
the genesis of policies, the objects of those who backed them,
their actual effects, and what if anything was done to discover

or change these effects. Questions can also be asked about the

success of policies measured against certain criteria (which need

not be those of the politically powerful) and about policies which

might be more successful. These are all legitimate questions but
as political theorists it is our task to press questions at a

higher level of abstraction: we seek to generalize about the

pol i t ical condi t ions under which pol ic ies having in lets of certain
kinds are liable to be put into effect; the organizational £ind
other pre-requis i tes for put t ing into effect pol ic ies of certa in

kinds; and so on. That these are io^jortant questions to which a
lot of people have addressed themselves in the past couple of
millennia does not of course guarantee that there are satisfactory

answers, nor can I claim here to do mors than nibble at a few edges.

Indulging a taste for sli£;>itly outdated fashions let me proix)8e
that for a moment we agree to regard government as a cybernetic

system. The simplest kind of cybernetic system needs to have
i n f o r a a t i o n a b o u t t h e s t a t e o f i t s e n v i r o n m e n t , c r i t e r i a f o r d e t e r

mining when it has to act on the environment and a means of acting,

(■bnitoriig the results of action can be thought of as the initiation
of a further cycle.) In political systems there are of course
rival versions of each of these and whether something is a means of

action to achieve a certain result is itself disputable; moreover

the effective operative criteria can change and be inconsistent
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with one another. This is the inherent weakness of any org3nic

or mechanical analogy, but the interaction between information
land criteria for a satisfactory state of affairs remains central.

As befits societies in the final stages of Sorokin's "sensate

6ulture" the emphasis nowadays is all on improving the collection,

processing and arialysis of information. Yet it is the criteria
("goals" if you prefer) which detennine what information is
relevant. This is so even though it is perfectly fair to say
that the direct antecedent of a policy is some new information

(new, that is, to some politically relevant actor.) There is no
dearth of examples - in British history we could instance anything

from the Popish Plot to Richard Grossman's decision to publish the

report on Ely hospital, not forgetting the Victorian Blue Books
and the works of Dickens on the way.

Indeed it is the significance of the phenomenan that has led

to there being postulated a cycle in concern with social policy:

the existence of some evil comes to be acknowledged; something is

done about it; concern dies down and it is believed the "problem"
has been "solved" (in that order); finally the continued existence
of the evil, perhaps in a slightly different form, is once arare

establ ished to the sat is fact ion of pol i t ica l ly re levant actors;

and so the cycle begins again. With a suitably cavalier attitude

to the data I suspect that cycles of this kind with respect to

poverty could be pushed back for at least a couple of centuries
in England, Certainly, the best i l lustrat ion of the process is the

bel ief (so extraordinari ly pervasive in the j iFi f t ies"- that wri ters

like Riesman, Gallraith and Grosland founded entire political

philosophies on it) that Keynesian economics plus the 'welfare
state' equalled the abolition of poverty, the "rediscovery" of

poverty, and the attem^ (by all means short of actually giving
the poor some money and now tentatively including even that) to
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Nevertheless, the point still re.mins that inforaiation can
give rise to action only if it bears on some criterion of evaluation -
unless significant political actors are prepared to regard evidence

of poverty or bad conditions in raental hospitals as grounds for

thinking something, ie wrong no amount of information on those
(Hatters can make any difference. This is, of course, to oversitapli-

fy in that criteria of evaluation do not deter/nine a unique response
(either in direction or intensity) to a given fact, so there is a

good deal of rojm for the saj-ie fact to produce a different response
according to the forensic skill, the vividness and the tenacity
with which it is presented. Even so, from any except the most
short term perspective the criteria of evaluation of the politically
effective actors .must be regarded as pri.mry. If we want to think
of politics in terms of steerir^g it seems to me quite perverse to
concentrate on the mechanism without considering that, unlike

physiological mechanisms, political ;iiBchanisaiB are constructed
and adapted in the light of the requirements of the particular
direction of steering which is to be done.

This is, I fear, rather obscure. Let me try to nnke it
clearer by setting out some examples of what i I conceive to be the
connection between the goals of politically efficacious actors and
the kinds of information that can be expected to be at a premium.
Consider first two kinds of regime in which office-holders are

preoccupied with political survival: the repressive and the
liberal-denwcratic. -hat I shall provide are of course caricatures,
or ideal types if you like, but there are, I think, actual
instances that fit fairly well. By a repressive regime I mean one
which -iBkes no bones about depending on whatever force is necessary
to maintain itself and exists in a purely exploitative relationship
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to the subjects, whether the purpose be the raaintamnce .off
conditions in which the extraction of economic surplus can be

pursued, the use of a military base or proifision station or some
other purpose whose advantage to the inhabitants is negative, nil
or if positive incidental, ^.lilitary occupations (Israel) or
Colonial regimes with only a small number of expatriate officers
and businessmen (West ijfrica, much of oouth -ast ^isia) obviously
fit this more or less closely, while settler regimes ( South

Africa, Kenya, Brazil, Ireland) those making use of imported slaves
or indentured labour (Southern U#^,A.) and those which are a

mix ture o f both (West Ind ies) invo lve a s i tuat ion o f a lo t more

complexity but one in which the relation of the dominant group as
a whole to the subject group as a whole is somewhat similar.
The beliefs of the subordinate group are not, in such a regime,
of any great intinsic significance to the government and even

intelligence about their attitude to the government need be only
of the gross "natives are restless" kind; their actions are not

likely to be of much interest either except to the extent that they
involve taking part in an i l legal organization or threaten

communal violence on a scale liable to upset the extraction of

surplus, safety of the lase or whatever is the object. Individual
deviant behaviour, provided it is directed against a member of the

subject group, is not likely to be a matter in which much interest
i s t a k e n . N o r w i l l s t a t i s t i c s o n t h e h e a l t h a n d w e l f a r e o f t h e

subject population be kept very assiduously - it is illuminating
that even in the relatively sophisticated economy of South Africa
the government turns out to have only the haziest notion of the

unemployment rate among the non-white population. Compare with
this briefly a regime under which the government, while still

primarily concerned with survival, governs notionally with the
consent of the governed and in practice can be voted out of office
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by a oiass electorate* The information required by politically
efficacious actors in such a system (and these include, to some
degree, the members of the mass electorate) will include information
on the state of "public opinion" and information on those objective
matters to which the electorate attaches importance such as the
rates of unemployment and inflation.

Now consider regimes in which a politically efficacious
(ninority has a positive goal for the direction in which the society
is to go and is prepared to use political control in an attempt to
get it there. One iapjrtant and interesting example is provided
by the case where the goal is the salvation of souls according to
some religious faith or, in the Galvinist version, the reign of

righteousness on earth, the question of salvation being predestined.
The most meticulously totalitarian control ever actually experienced

(though the blueprint can be found in Plato's Lawg) was perhaps
in Calvin's Geneva and those parts of Scotland that fell heavily
under Galvinist influence. Aa the tedious arguojents recounted by

■«cllwain suggest, the Roman Catholic Church did not succeed in

imposing its own view of the priorities to the same extent as
Calvin's and Knox's Elders. (This view was succinctly stated

by Aquinas: "It is a much more serious matter to corrupt faith
throuf^ which comes the soul's life, than to forge money, throijgh
which temporal life is supporteĉ ^ hence killing heretics is at
least as justifiable as killing forgers.) Nevertheless, when

co-operation with the "secular arm" was goii3g smoothly one could

say that religious orthodoxy had been incorporated into the priirary

goals of the pol i t ica l ly e fficac ious actors .

The information required will be somewhat different depending

on whether the emphasis is on orthodoxy or conforming behaviour.

I n t h e l a t t e r c a s e w h a t i s n e e d e d i s i n f o r m a t i o n o n i n d i v i d u a l

lapses, and since public resources are limited this means encouraging



everyone to spy on his family and neighbours. In the former case
the requirements are less stringent in that ignorant acquiescence
in the official doctrines is as acceptable as fully-instructed
conviction, so ord.y conscious heresy has to be pursued; on the
other hand beliefs are difficult to prove. Hence the liberal
use of torture to extract confessions and the heavy reliance on
incrimination of one's fellow which were characteristic of the
methods of the Inquisition. It is, of course, possible for
politically efficacious actors to have substantive goals other
than religious. It was believed by aany political sociologists
in the recent past, for example, that African political elites
were cofflmitted to something called "political mobilization",
which was supposed to be connected in some way with industrial
ization, but this product of self-delusion and public relations
now seems to be evaporating. Japan would be a more plausible
example. Military conquest, is it need hardly be said, another
goal which political elites have set themselves. Although one
would expect the flow of information to follow these goals I have
to admit that the idea of a correspondence between goals and
information does not appear to have as much bite here as in the

1 .
Bernard Gui's fourteenth century two-volume :'anuel de L'Inquisiteur,
which I confess to knowing only from the extracts printed in the

GUI notes that a death sentence may be chained to life
imprisonment by a last-minute repentance iiFthat the person "prompjy
^d spontaneously reveals and denounces all his accomplices to the
inquisitdrgf" He admits that "this clemency and admission to
Senance after pronouncement of sentence is not in truth in commonaw:^but the office of the Inquisition, holding very broad powers,has intpduced this procedure in many cases of this kind. And
since w^t it has in view and seeks above all is salvation of souls
^d p^ity of the faith, it admits to penance for the first time,heretics who wish to be converted and return to the unity of the
Church, j-bregver, the confessions of these converts frequentlylead to the discovery of accoo^jlices and errors: the truth is
bpught to light, falsehood is uncloaked, and the office benefits
thereby".
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other examples mentionedÛA final point is that most regimes will
combine elements from the different ideal types. Perhaps there
are no completely pure cases, but some are more obviously mixtures
than others. The Soviet Union is a case in point and there is
hare the well known dispute alout what in some ultia^te sense the
goals of the political elite are. Survival, orthodoxy and
industrialization all play a part, but do the second and third only
feature as goals because of the belief that they are necessary
conditions of the first? Although this is no doubt for some

purposes a significant question I would say that for the purposes
of the present kind of analysis goals which are pursued at high
cost over a long period have to be taken at their face value.

Certainly the objects and processes of information collection seem
to be drawn from the repressive and the orthodox models and there
is also obviously a lot of economic information gathered and

analysed even if what is published is not always very useful to
o u t s i d e r s .

To return to my original point: if politics is to be thought
of in terms of steering, the fundamental question to ask about a

polityls the direction iniwhich it is being steered and the most
fundamental question at the next level up, the level of political
theory, is what kind of polity produces the beat results. This,
of coiirse, subsumes the question what are good results, to which
I need to address some rei';akks before going on to what I hope will
be a useful start in the systematic treatment of the fundamental

question itself. Professor Ranney, in his invitation, asked m to
talk about the ethics of "social engineering", and so I shall relate

ray remarks to that. There are two possible positions from which it
would follow that reforms deliberately introduced with specific

objects of social amelioration are pointless or worse, but I
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am boiand to say either of them seems to me worth serious discussion.
One would be the view that on balance intentional change is bound
to be as likely to have tad effects as good ones so one should do

nothing; the other would be the view that nothing except the
smashing of all social institutions will do any good. The first
is a quite rational self-interested view for someone doing so
well out of the status quo that alrast any change would make hira
worse off, but is hardly rational for anyone else to accept. The
second has no basis, either a priorior from experience, though it
is possible to see how in Russia or Spain people could arrive
a t i t .

If we dismiss the Bourbon and Anarchist position we are still
left with a vast area of disagreement at the level of constitution
al arrangements, that is to say the level of political theory. On
the one hand, while accepting tliat reforms can sometimes improve
matters one mi^;Jit be so aware of the danger of abuse of state

power as to emphasize almost exclusively the need to provide checks
on its exercise. On the other hand, one might be so conscious
of the desirability of large-scale reforms as to emphasize the
need for a machine capable of carrying;', them out, even if^ in the
wrong hands it could do a lot of damage. These differences, which
are broadly speaking between the right and left wings of liberalism,
result in practice in a division between on one side insistance on

the absolute priority of civil liberties and generally what ?&sca
called •juridical defence* and on the other side concern with

substantive conditions weighed against some conception of •social

j us t i ce ' o r ' soc ia l we l f a re ' .

It should be noted in passing that the logical requirements
of left l iberalism are more exigent than those of right l iberalism.

One can be a r i^J i t l ibera l on the basis of e i ther of two bel ie fs .

First, one mijit think that the best imaginable reforms would not

\ i
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mke raore than a relatively small difference to most people's

happiness so it is not worth taking risks with the structure of
"juridical defence" in the hope of achieving them - and onamii ht
even consider this hope to be reasonable, Alternatively, one
might consider the chance of getting well-intentioned rather than
ill-intentioned governments to be poor enough to fm.ke it a bad bet
to give them much scope for activity - and this might be so even
if one thought that the potential improvement in the human lot from

politically inspired change was great, (This produces two clearly
distinguishable varieties of right liberalism, which we might call
quietist and disillusioned respectively,) Left liberalism, on the
other hand, require simultaneous assent to two propositions: that

politically inspired change is potentially highly beneficial and
that the probability of the benefits being realised under a suitable
institutional arrangement are sufficiently high to make it worth
while to try.

Left and right liberalism, as I have depicted them,

probably seem to anyone who has ready my Political xnument/clQaelv
k —

related to what I there called the pwer-concentration and power-
diffusion views, and, although this paper in no way depends on the
last two chapters of Political Ar;:-ament I think it will be useful
to refer to them here before moving on. Briefly, then, I see no
reason to modify the attack which I there launched on the version
of the power-diffusion view embodied in The Calculus of Consent,

but I now see more similarities between the power-diffusion and

power-concentration views than I did then, more connections between

thara, and more coa5)lexiti0s in their possible formulation. There
should it seems to me, be a broader framework into which both can

be incorporated, and ray intention here is to offer a sketch of it.

The connection between left and right liberalism and the
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and the institutions which one should rationally prefer is not
% sia^le one: left and right liberalism cannot simply be equated
with pov/er concentration and power diffusion respectively. If
we recall the earlier discussion in this paper we can say that the
left liberal will favour any arrangei/.ent in which the balance of
political efficacy lies with those who wish to further the ends
of left liberalism, and the right liberal any in which it inclines
to those who wish to further the ends of right liberalism, or
where the goals and relationship of politcally efficacious actors
are in fact such as to bring about the ends of left and right
liberals respectively. (Th' ris, as far as it goes, a mere
tautology.) Applying this analysis to office-holders specifically,
we can say that they will tend to bring about the realization of
some value ^ either because ^ is in itself a goal for them and they

consciously strive to achieve it or because :he n^t effect of
office holders with goals other than ^ is, beoauoe of their

relationships with one another or with other politically efficacious
actors, to bring about I have mentioned one possible goal
of office-holders as boirig political survival i.e. continuance
in office, but there are.many other goals such as an increase in
the power of the office, physical safety of the office-holder and/
or his dependents, wealth or sdSual gratification. In a given
context the pursuit of any of these goals by an office-holder
might (depending on the control of the resource in question by
other office-holders or by non-office holders) have a tendency
to bring about ends such as a left or right liberal might approve.
We are, however, interested in arrangements that can be expected

fairly reliably(not accidentallŷ to tend towards the production
of certain kinds of policy outputs. In what follows I shall
d iscuss fi rs t the case o f au tonomous o ffice-ho lders commi t ted

to left or right liberalism, and then various cases in which
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office-holders, without themaelves necessarily holding such '
goals themselves, are led by the pursuit of their own goals
t o f u r t h e r l e f t o r r i g h t l i b e r a l e n d s #

Before this, however, let me explain what I mean by the term
"office-holders" that I have recently introduced. I do not intend

by this to refer to purely titular positions which are not taken
seriously by anyone but equally I do not want to cover all actors
whose level of politKial^ efficacy is acove some minimum level.
Terms like "the powerful", "the political elite" or "the power
elite" blur too many important distinctions. By "office-holders",
then I intend to comprehend all those actually exercising state
authority either directly by more or less successfully claiming
the obedience of the general population or indirectly by more
or less successfully claiming the obedience of other office
holders. Unfortunately it would take far too long to discuss
the implications of this definition thorou^2,hly. It should
perhaps be noticed though that most office-holders above the
bottom rank (the policemen, prison warders or the clerks in the
civil service who collect and pay out money etc,,) will

commonly operate at more than one level or affect more than one

hierarchy. Thus, if we consider a Ruritanian state with a
legislature which passes criminal laws, some policemen with a
police chief, some prison warders and a prison chief, and a judge^
we want to avoid in our analysis ;mking them look like a single

bureaucracy ..ith, for example, criodnal laws regarded as orders to
other office-holders but equally we want to avoid making the

relationships purely predictive, for this would destroy the
d is t inc t ion be tween o ffice-ho lders and those who are no t o ffice

holders but are able to get office-holders to do what they want.
We should not, our of an excessive desire for simplicity, finish
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up by being fprced either to deny the existence of relationships
that occur or to redescribe them in fictitious ways. The criminal
laws passed (or not repealed) by the legislature make claims for
actions of different kinds on citizen policemen and the judge,
for eiafl^jl®; while the decisions of the judge make claims for
appropriate action by the prison authorities without the judge
being above the prison chief in the same way as the prison chief
is abjve the warders.

This insistence on the normative structure which relates and
identifies office-holders does not presuppose that office-holders
are ai^tonomous in the decisions; on the contrary it enables the
question how far they are to be clearly posed. Office-holders may
be clients of some other governiaent, be subject to the veto of
foreign or domestically based business, depend on re-election by
a mass electorate or, of course, be influenced by some particular
individual - ̂ essalina, Rasputin and Lord Cherwell give some
idea of the range this can cover. But the distinction between a
case where the person who gives orders which are accepted is
influenced by somebody else and the case where the person who gives
accepted orders is not the one who should, in constitutional theory,
be doing so is too useful to be lost in indiscriminate use of
words like "powerful" or "elite".

Nor does the analysis of office-holders presuppose that the
normative structure is one hundred per cent effective in
determining the actions of subjects or of those office-holders who
are required by the norms to take account of the decisions of
other office-holders. If someone whose decisions are supposed to
forma relevant consideration in the actions of subjects or other
office-holders is completely ignored, his position is purely titular
and he is not on my definition an office-holder; but we certainly
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have bo allow that aomeone may be an office-holder without being
aable to constrain normatively subjects or other office-holders to
the degree that the norms specify.

Most of the time in what follows, I shall in fact adopt the
simplifying assumption that most office-holders are in fact
constrained normatively by other office-holders (the rules and
directives are followed, in other words) and that one can therefore
concentrate on a relatively snail groups of office-holders who,
within the normative structure, have a good deal of discretion
in decision-making. (Let me once again repeat, however, that all
this means is that they are not constrained normatively by other
office-holders. It does jjgi en̂ il that they are autonomous,
i.e. that they have the actual power to decide.) I shall however
explicitly mention the implications of a different system from
time to time.

Although I have posed the two possibilities of autonomous
office-holders having goal g and heteronomous office-holders being
pushed or pulled into 1 as alternative routes to 1 they are not
really mutually exclusive. There might be some areas of policy in
which office-holders are autonomous and others in which they are
influenced by others; but also, and perhaps more inportantly,
within a given policy area office-holders oay have a degree of
autonomy but be subject to some constraints. Analytically, however,
it is useful to look at the two separately, while admitting that
they can be combined intimately. I shall take first, then, the
idea that in order to get I the thing to do is to get people
committed to 1 into office.

For some possible the siojjlest and most straightforward
way of aciiieving this is for some group of people committed to
to oust the existing office-holders and then seek to han̂  on to
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office as autonomous office-holders as long as possible, ihis is

not, however, plausible where ^ is liberalism in either its right
or its left forms, since this requires the presence of institutions
vThich provide for orderly succession of office-holdersjfor limits
on the things office-holders can do in order to stay in office, and
so on. What is comi)atible in principle with libaral̂ ĵA (though
the precedents are hardly encourat-ii^) is to capture office with
a view to setting up liberal institutions, but this then gets us
back to the general question wiiat institutions have a tendency to
produce liberal outcomes; and of this general question we are at
the moment discussing that element which is concerned with getting
rit'ht"^nded people (whatever the criterion of right-mindedness
may be) into office.

We con consider this under two headings; first, choice on
the basis of the known oredilectiotp of the condidates and second

general rules intended to produce people with the desired attitudes.
The first is too obvious to be worth saying much about: naturally,
when picking holders of autonomous policy-making positions those
doing the picking, will have an eye to the policies they expect
different condidates to favour. I-xamples are the choice of Supreme
Court Judges by Americetn Presidents and the choice of Popes by the
College of Cardinals; and, as these examples illustrate well enough,
the process is fallible. The second is even more fallible but more
interesting because it can be institutionalized. This is the
specificaiion of some objective characteristic as a condition of
appointment. Almost any characteristic - age, sex, occupation,
education, social or geographical origins, ethnic or re^ligious
group, etc., - my in some context or other be plausibly regarded
as a predictor of attitude to some area of policy-making and thus
nnde a condition of appointment to some autonomous decision-nnking
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office. Thus, to give just a couple of examples, left liberal^",
are often interested in the "social origins" of office-holders-
on the assumption that those with relatively humble backgrounds

will have sympathies more favourable then are to be found among
those of more privileged bacicgrounds, while right liberals often
seem to place a great deal of confidence in judges to pursue

congenial policies whatever their backgrounds presumably on the
>^sis of their training and occupational socialization ("running
c^ouliiiually upon their own narrow biases" was how Harrington
unflatteringly put it). Neither of these assumptions is absurd
and in fact both probably have something in them. In some instances
there may be a stroig symbolic eletnent - the "worth" of religious,
ethnic or tribal groups being recognized publicly by the appoint
ment of their members to top jobs in the civil service, judiciary
or araiad forces - but even so it would be hard to deny that this

has some effect on policy outcomes. We can, after all, recognize
well enough that the reservation of offices to some group

(aristocrats, whites, Aryans, Protestants, Punjabis, etc.,) is an
instrument of domination by that group.

It is when we iTiove on to the other branch of the subject,

the arrangainent of institutions which bring about the required
policy outcomes by a "hidden hand", tiiat we run into real compli
cations. Keeping the discussion down to institutions intended to
realize the goals of liberalism (left or right) will, I hope,
prevent it from getting completely out of hand. There is, I
think, some very general sense in which we can say that all the
liberal devices rest on checks and balinces; but everything depends
on who is checking whom and ^hy. For right liberalism the basic
notion has been that the political aBchino should have enough
friction in it to prevent it from going, very far in any direction.
Aristotle, Polybius, Kant, da Toequeville, Montesquieu, Jfe-dison
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and Uosca are wall known exponents of this line of thought, though

perhaps the simplest version was put forward by Rousseau in The
Social Contract with his doctrine that the more people take part

in the supreme direction of affairs of state, the less vigour
the governoiant will have and the less territory it can govern,

As we shall be able to note below, there are quite a few alterm-

t i v e i d e a s a b o u t w h e r e t h i s f r i c t i o n c a n a n d s h o u l d c o m e f r o m .

Left liberalism, as can be deduced from our earlier discusaion,

has to be willing to trade a certain amount of friction for a

certain amount of scope for initiative, but at the same time try
to provide that this initiative will be used to bring about
d e s i r a b l e o u t c o m e s . I f i t i s b e l i e v e d t h a t d e s i r a b l e o u t c o m e s

(from a left liberal .viewpoint) will be wanted by the majority of
a mass electorate this resolves itself into the question how to

arrange things so that this majority will have adequate control
over office-holders. By this route we arrive at the very common

idea of a conflict between liberty and democracy; but we shauld
note that it is only one possible manifestation of the difference
between right and left liberalism, and depends on a particular

v i e w o f t h e c o n c e r n s o f m a s s e l e c t o r a t e s .

At this point there is nothing for it but to plunge in,
with an advance apology of the crudity of the analysis, which
limitations of time and space plus my own shortcomings make
unavoidable. But one has^tp begin somewhere. Let me then postulate
that the bases of conflict̂ politically sigjnificant actors can be
divided into three kinds: those among different office-holders,

those between office-holders and aspiring office-holders, and those
between office-holders and other politically-significant actors.
I will take these in reverse order and discuss the ways in which

it may be thought such conflicts may be made to serve liberal
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purposes. The phrase "imy be thouf^t" is intended as a tip-^ff
of the fact that oiy object is a systematic convassing of the
a l t e r n a t i v e s r a t h e r t h a n a t r e a t i s e .

1 . O f fi c e - H o l d e r s v e r s u s o t h e r D o l i t i c a l l v 8 i / - n i fi c a n t a c t o r s

( e x c l u d i n / r a s - i n m t o f fi c e - h o l d e r s ) .

This category is defined for the present purpose simply in
terms of constraints imposed directly on office-holders by other

politically significant actorslothsr than lagi- seeking to supplant
them. Two notes on this: first, the point of specifying that the
constraints should be imposed "directly" is to exclude intervention

by d i fferent ia l support for cer ta in office-holders or potent ia l

supplanters of theim, which we shall treat in the category of
office-holders versus aspirants; and,second, saying that the
actors invo lved are "po l i t i ca l ly s ign ificant" is s ing ly a

tautology, which inay in some contexts be a useful reminder.

The idea «hat office-holders should have their spheres of

activity limited by the powers of resistance of other people

clearly belongs in the l iberal family. As a prescript ion, and also
as a description, it corresponds to one of the meanings that have

in recent years been given to the term "pluralism". The example

that naturally occurs is Dahl's assertion in Vv'ho Governs? that
the political, social and economic elites in New Haven do not now,

as they once did, overlap to a very inarked degree. Or, more

precisely, this would be an example if Dahl were prepared to
recognize more readily that membership of an economic or social
elite entails the possession of a source of rewards and sanctions

for office-holders and hence of political power ^

1, The other (and quite separate) use of "pluralism" in relation



to New Haven is the c la im that doc is ions in d i f ferent " issue

areas" are made by a different set of people. Leaving on one side
the arguments about Lahl's choice of "issue areas" and the question
(much less often raised) whether Dahl's evidence actually supports
this contention, ^liven thu role he assit^fi to the ^yor, it may
be helpful to ask how this kind of "pluralism" relates to our

analysis. In itself the discovery that different decisions are
taken by nufaerically different sets of people (or at any rate
sets having some non-overlapping membera) is of very limited

significance. It may or may not indicate some likelihood of
friction between office-holders, depending how interdependent
the issue areas are. It certainly does not in itself entail
(as lahl and, more explicitly, Polaby, suegest) that social and
economic (or religious and ethnic) divisions in the population
wi l l be reflected among office-holders and that the "strat ificat ion"

view of American local polit ics is refuted. It aay, of course, be

t h a t t h e d i f f e r e n t o f fi c e - h o l d e r s d o r e fl e c t d i f f e r e n t i n t e r e s t s

but in itself this kind of pluralism is just as consistent with
al l the office-holders having identical interests, whether these

be the interests of businessmen or any other identifiable group.
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If we ask precisely how the existence of centres of potential
resistance to state power serves liberal ends, we get a variety
of answers. This is partly because there can perfectly well be
fnore than one respect in which a given fact can conduce to the
realization of a given value but it also reflects the fact that
some liberals have in mind as desirable outcomes states of affairs
that others would repudiate.

One connection, which might be accepted by liberals of all
colours, is contained in the notion that a necessary condition
of people being willing to give up the "glittering prizes" of
politics is that there should be alternative routes to fame and/
or fortune. This prevents office-holding from beiUf, the only
aim for the ambitious and thus reduces the intensity of cofl5)etition
in political life as well as providing alternatives to defeated
office-holders or would-be office-holders who despair of their
chances, where, because of the poverty of the country (as in
many new sub-Saharan African states) or its organization (as in
the Soviet bloc) the only way to power, wealth or status is office,
political competition is unlikely to be free.

A variant on this, which had great weight with John Stuart
liill, is that freedom is endangered if the state monopolizes men
of ability. For this reason, ii^ill was concerned lest the civil
service should prove too successful in its recruiting. His fears
were, of course, in this instance not justified by events, but the
general point clearly has some merit. The difference between this
and the previously mentioned view is that one focuses on ambition
and the oth r on ability, and (connected with this) the second
one covers the whole state apparatus and not just the top jobs.

The central argument connecting social power and liberal
values, however,is :3imply the idea that the best defence against
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the encroacha^nts of state power is the existence of other centres
of power. In -iontesquieu's phrase, the force of the sea is broken
by the pebbles on the beach. The difficulties coaie in deciding
what exactly ought to be stopped, by what means, and why. Perhaps
the most limited claim along these lines is that it is desirable
for people other than office-holders to have the disposal of
printing presses, meeting halls, etc., and that these at least
should not be publicly owned. It can be pointed out in support
of this that in the Soviet Union the guarantees in the 1936
constitution of the free use of these resources has simply been
a joke; but it can also be observed that regimes determined to act
oppressively are not deterred by the prii^ate ownership of presses
or meeting rooms. :ven so it seems reasonable to say that it is
dangerous for the disposal of the means of communication to be solely
in the hands of office-holders. The disagreement starts here, since
right liberals seem to be concerned purely with the non-intfolvement
of the state whereas left liberals are liable to ask whether
the resources of publicity are distributed in such a way as to
give an equal chance for all views to be expressed.

Ihe same distinction between a concern with erecting bulwarks
against the state and a concern with the actual outcomes of a
given "pluralistic" set-up occurs even more tnarkedly whan the
issue is generalized. For right liberals the primary thing is
to diminish the scope of office-holders as much as possible.
Left liberals on the other hand argue (l) that some constellations
of interests (Business, landowners and the chiirch, to take a
classic example) are inimical to the interests of the bulk of
Abe population and to the extent that these are able to check
office-holders based on an electoral majority the outcome is on
balance undesirable;and (2) that the question is not one of oower
versus something else but of power based on office versus power
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basyd on something else, and that a liberal should be concerned

with prevantin^-^ the abuse of power in all its forma and not just
the abuse of political power. Hence, on this view, the state may
serve liberal ends by intervening against, for exaimplo, employers
and landlords; and the object is not to reduce the power of
office-holders to a minimum but to achieve a balance between power
based on office and power based on, among other things, property.
The right liberal riposte is (1) that the holders of independent
power - the "broad oaks that shade a realm" - are serving everyone's
interest by standing up to the state and (2) that the position of
the state is quite distinctive from that of other organizations
since the state has uniquelŷ  coercive power. All other
relationships are voluntary - people only enter into them because
they expect to benefit - and, given a free market (which right
liberals cooimjnly believe is impeded only by trade unions), these
voluntary relationships are fair. (See for example de Jouvenal,

Hâ k and von Uises.) Unerlying this disagreement, as I have
suggested already, is the differing priority given to "juridical
defence": in this respect, I think i.iosca was rather more honest
than most of his followers when he said that social life is of

course unjust measured against any abstract standard, but any
attempt to make it just could lead to the disappearance of order
and freedom i.e. "juridical defence".

Beforedosirgthis section, I suppose that I should recall the
curious episode during the nineteen fifties when a number of
American writers managed to combine left liberal premises with
right liberal conclusions by suggesting that, although it was
legitimate to enquire into the distribution of power in a "pluralistic"
system, in the case of the U.S.A. a particular providence had
arranged things so that each person had a small number of "interests"
each interest was represented by a group, and each group has a
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veto on government action that it disliked. Underlying this,
however, were assuraption which, P the extant that they can be
treated rationally at all, must be regarded as right liberal ones,
namely that all legitimate aspirations are shared Dnly with
relatively small numbers of other people and that stopping state
action is much more important than getting it initiated. (See
McConnell's Private ajid .-imerican Lemocracv on the first
point especiallyJ^

II. Office-holders versus .gspirant office^holciers.

In most societies - certainly societies of any complexity
there are likely to be people who are not currently office-holders
but who would like to be, with varying degrees of intensity. Since
office-holders are not normally found to relinquish office merely
upon request this creates a conflict situation, since the goals of
the office-holders and those who wish to supplant them are (at
least in this one respect) incompatible. Now in itself it must be
observed that this kind of conflict is not particularly conducive
to liberal ends of any variety. On the contrary, it seems evident
that,other things being equal, a regime which suffers from a constant
threat of coups against it is mora likely to be repressive than
one which is more confident of survival. Before we can make any
estimate of the effect of a competition for office we have to know
what are the rules of the game. The crucial question about any
game is: what do you do to win? To be told merely that there
are two sides trying to beâ "one another is not very informative.
If there are no holds barred- if one set of office-holders can
replace another by assassination, by subverting the armed forces
or raising their own force, and so on, there is, as I have just
suggested, nothing in this conducive to liberal ends. As 1 pointed
out earlier, a regime with liberal intentions might attain office
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under these conditions, but it ^vould have to transform them
to real ize l iberal ends.

The relevant kind of competition is competition which .:akes
winning depend on getting support among a group broader than
either the office-holders or those who are in the running to
replace them, and the only oraerly way of registering this support
is by voting. But what precisely is the relevance of such electoral
con5)etition to liberal ends? The answer -o this is not particularly
obvious. The roost generally-applicable one is that if office
holders are prepared to be voted out then they have much less
incentive to muzzle the press and suppress freedom of speech, to
harass, lock up or kill political apponents, and so on, than if
they were committed to .tay in office subject to anything short
of physical ejection. It must be admitted that this is scarcely

, a matter of cause and effect. It is rather that having swallowed
the camel of potential electoral defeat a government may as
well swallow the gnat of other political freedoms. But from a
liberal point of view (especially a right liberal point of view)
the is more, important than the camel; and if it is a fact
(as I believe it is) that no regime in which the government could
not be elactorally defeated has provided freedom of political
expression and organization, this is in itself enough to invest
electoral competition with great significance, I admit, incident
ally, that this forces upon one the question under what conditions
governments are willing to be ousted by electoral processes,
but apart from the obvious point that it helps if members of a
government can plausibly believe that relinquishing office will
not result in physical .harm to thetTiselves and their families,
exile or punitive economic measure, and if there are alternatives
to politics for ambitious men, I do not think I have much at the
moment to contribute to this subject - nor, as far as I can see
has anyone else.



If we leave aside the results that electoral conpatition makes

possible and concentrate on those that it is liable to lead to,
it is clear that these can be expressed siunmarily by saying that
office-holders will have an incentive to'do whatever they think
is necessary to defeat would-be office-holders at elections. V/hat
in concrete terois this will lead to depends obviously on what,
with a given electorate, is thought necessary. Right liberal aims
will be realized to the extent that electors are strongly responsive
to infringements of civil liberties, etc,^ It has often been
thought that the best chance of getting such an electorate is to
restrict the suffrage to the middle class, who have more to gain
from predictability and less to hope for from alternati^/e and

potentially conficting uses of state power. This belief, of
course, underlay the consternation with which many /ictorians

(including .^iill) viewed the extension of the suffrage in 1867 to
include a large number (in relation to the existing electorate)
of working? class voters. But although it can perhaps be argued

that there are not very many votes in mass electorates for the
finer points of civil l iberties, there were surely not many votes

in the nineteenth century middle class electorates for the interests,

even in the sphere of civil liberties, of the poor and the working
class. Jidmittedly the question turns somewhat on the scope to
be given to the right liberal guarantees, but in such things as

the content of the laws (vagrancy, poaching, unionism )̂ landlord
and tenant^importance of money in litigation^and the treatment
o f d e s t i t u t i o n i t i s h a r d t o s e e t h e m i n i m a l c o n c e r n f o r t h e

i nd i v i dua l wh i ch I t aKe r i gh t l i be ra l i sm t o upho ld .

A right liberal concern in some of its manifestations which
seemBto have a ra ther var iab le s ign ificance w i th e lec tora tes

(whether mass or restricted) is "corruption", by which I mean
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cases where the criticise made is not of the policy or

ad ia in is t ra t iva uec is ion as such ( i tha t may be cr i t i c ised

by the same person too) but of the iinproper transactions surrounding
i t o r c a s e s w h e r e c r i t i c i s m i s m a d e o f t h e c o n d u c t o f s o m e o f fi c e

holder which are not connected to any particular official act. In

some instances ( l ike the famous financial scandals which have

periodically rocked French politics) these seem to have electoral
r

salience; but votqfe in the U,S, were apparently not troubled by
well-attested accounts of the finances of politicians such as

Huey Long, Perhaps one can at least say that there is more chance
of these things coming to light under conditions of electoral

competition.

To t h e e x t e n t t h a t a l e f t l i b e r a l b e l i e v e s t h a t r e f o r m s a r e

likely to be favoured by a majority of the adult population, he
will, obviously, favour universal suffrage, though on the evidence
it looks as if he would never do worse with male siaffrage and in

most countries would do better to varying degrees. It is

interesting to note that conservatives have had a clear run on

"fancy Franchises" and unequal constituencies (extra votes for
graduates or property-owners, constituences weighted by area as
well as population etc.,^ )

—• One could, in fact, mke out an argument on good democratic

principles that, since the connection between the interests and
preferences of less educated people and the way in which they cast
their votes contains a larger random element than is to be found

1. The only example to th'^ contrary I can think of is the over-
representation of the urbail areas in the Soviet Union;
a r e t h e r e o t h e r s ?



among more educated p^^ople, the votes of those with educational
qualifications should be weighted not positively but negatively.
Perhaps, however, the idea that political inepitude should ground
a claim for extra voting power is too seemingly paradoxical ever
to find much favour.

It cannot, of course, be taken for granted that what
pleases :,he oajority of a mass electorate will be the implement
tation of policies that would be congenial to a left liberal.
It my be something oi>h6r than the implementation of policies
altogether or the policies vvhicu find support may be repugnant
to left liberals - selfishly and belligerently nationalistic
perhaps or concerned with perpetuating the advantages of a
distinctive majority group (defined by language, religion, race,
etc,,) against the rest. It may even be the pursuit of policies
which discriminate against soma group of people who have in
common only that they are already in some position that puts them
at or commonly goes with being at a disadvantage relatively to
the majority "... local councils Qn Fjigland]? are likely to reflect
the interests of long-established residents who form the majority
of the electorate Cin fixing criteria for the selection of
council house tenantsl. Thus a basic distinction is dravm between
local people and immigrants, and between those with normal
family situations and isolates and deviants."(Rex and :ioore. Race,
Community and Conflict, page 276),

I think it is possible to say something about the conditions
under which political competition will lead to one kind of outcome
rather than another, and that part of this can be expressed
more formally than anything in this paper easily lends itself to;
but it would require a paper at least as long as this one to iiBke
much headway so I shall not pursue it any further here, ̂ liat is,
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perhaps, worth pointirig out is that the tenuousness of the link
between representative democracy and left liberal ends does not
mean either that it is non-existent or that there are any better
a l t e r n a t i v e m e a n s .

I I I . O f fi c e - h o l d e r s v e r s u s o f fi c e - h o l d e r s ,

I shall begin this section by discussing the pure effects
of rivalry, cusseoness, and amour-pro pre personality clash and
other so to speak self-contained frictions among office-holders.
I shall then broaden out the discussion to take in the fact that

these frictions among office-holders may well reflect social

division, different office-holders having (in a more or less
formal sense) different constituencies. This is, indeed, normally
the case but I think it is analytically useful to separate out the

purely intra-office-holder conflicts from those where the office
holders are fi^ihting battles generated in economic, racial,

religious or other divisions in the society. One professional
reason, if I may so call it, for doing this is that it does not
usually seem to be seen clearly that th re is a distinction to
be made, iiontesquieoi^f's various shots at saying why England was
a liberal regime rather than a despotism seem to me to lack
coherence partly because of his failure to make this destinction.

Let us suppose the existence of some office which is of

sufficient importance to be worth the while of a mn who wishes to

exercise power to acquire. It then seems a reasonable posulate
that, although there will of course be some exceptions, many
incumbais of the office will seek to explore the limits of its
s r —

xnese limits will be imposed by the activities of, £
office-holders. Conflict among office-holders can serve several

possible l iberal purposes: first , i f there is some office-holder



(ii) 7/hose own scope depends on checking the extension of the
scope of another (B) this should limit the use of A's power
beyond its proper boundary; and, second, to the extent that two
or more office-holders have overlapping areas of decision-making
they may deadlock one another and thus reduce the activity of
government. The first of these purposes is a general liberal
one, the second peculiar to right liberalism, ** It is worth
noticing though that although the purposes may be distinguishable
it is not so easy to separate the effects - this is to say, I
find it difficult to think of any arrangement designed to bring
about the first which would not in some measure (if it worked at
all) also realize the second. Parallel to the first and second,

which are concerned with infighting among a closed circle of
office-holders, are a third and fourth object, which depend on
the appeal to outsiders. To avoid premature introduction of the
case where different office-holders have different constituencies,
let us just take the case where all the office-holders appeal to
the same court - a mass electorate. The third object, then, is
that where one office-holder (or body of office-holders) exceeds
its powers another will have an interest in exposing it publicly,
while the fourth is that each con ĵeting office-holder or body of
office-holders will have an interesti?flt in trying to show the
electors that he is fulfillixig its wishes for policy-outcomes
better than the others. The third aim is a general liberal one,

extension of the second is to welcome a lack ofeffective hierarchy among office-holders. Thus l.fentesquieu
lavoured the s^ale of judicial and adrninistrative offices in
prance on the ground that this decreased the power of theKing and his aavisers; in fact it resulted in the setting
up of a parallel bureaucracy.
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the fourth a left liberal one (on the asauciption the voters want
left liberal policies) but as before there does not seem to be any
way of getting the one without the other - In fact, unless the
voters care about abuse of power as such the third will not be

implemented by an appeal to thenu

The division of authority among office-holders can take two
basic forms: division at the same geographical level and division
between geographical levels, fha to can of course be combined.
In order to avoid anticipating the discussion later in this section
I shall not make anything of the possibilities opened up for making
different office-holders dependent on di fferent social interaats,

but consider purely the effects of having a plurality of office
holders none of vdiom can be appointed, removed or (in the ideal case)
punished or rewarded by any other. Thus at a given geographical
level one might have two legislatures based on the same electorate.

These may somehow be arranged so as to have compositions which
will bring about a likelihood of policy conflicts, but even if
their composition is very similar, as in Norway, there is

presuoably at least some chance of friction based on the mere
eiiatanco of two bodies. There may also be divisions in the

executive branch, such as the separate election of state officers
in the U,kj,A., or,of course, the traditional "sei^aration of

powers" between legislative, executive and judicial branches,
(Judicial officers are usually appointed by another branch but
if in law or convention they are non-removable this provides a
measure of indepcndance•)

I mention those various possibilities not, be it said, because
I imagine there to be any novelty acout them but simply in order
to separate tihem out as purely political devices from the more
subtlo social divisions which may attach theou^.elves to them.



\>'hen we turn to the multiplication of naatually independent
office-holders on an areal basis, this distinction is more

difficult to draw. For even if the electorate of the large area
i s t h e s a m e a s t h e s u m t o t a l o f t h e e l e c t o r a t e s o f t h e s c o a l l e r

areas it is inevitable that the smaller areas will have divergent

interests,- if only in paying as little as possible and getting as
much as possible. Nevertheless, one can still suggest that the

sheer fact of a multiplicity of office-holders with different

jur isd ic t ions is l iab le to produce some bui l t - in f r ic t ion.

o f r e l i g i o n , l a n g u a g e ,

ethnicity, wealth, etc,^) which are liable to cut along the same
l i n e s a s a r e a l d i v i s i o n h a t t e m u c h i n c o m m o n w i t h c o n fl i c t s b e t w e e n

o f fi c e - h o l d e r s i n t h e s a m e a r e a w i t h d i f f e r e n t c o n s t i t u e n c i e s , I

think is, best treated Mi th them.

Contrasted v/i th facti t ious or internally-generated disputes

among office-holders are those which rest upon some kind of
substantive disagreement, duch disputes can arise either because

of the diverse sentiments and allegiances of autonomous office

holders or. out of the divergent constituencies (in some more or
less precise sense) of office-holders dependent upon support from
non-office-holders. In the second case, the office holders may

or may not independently hold the positions which they in any
case need to advuiice in order to survive politically; and they may
be partly autonomous and partly constrained. One possibility is
that they may be more autonoiaous in some areas than others -
U.S. Con^T'essmsn were thought to follow their own inclinacions
more in foreign than domestic affairs because of the lower

ffl.lience of foreign than domestic affairs with voters, .e can
also have disagreements between autonomous office-holders and

o f i n t e r e s t '
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non-autononioua office-holders, basod on divergent sentiments or
al leg iances.

Here wo have arrived at the core of the sophisticated right-
liberal conception of checfcs and balances which rests not just
on the vague hope that offico-nolders will fall out but on the
belief that in a properly-constructed polity they will have every
reason to fall out. As an illustration of this spirit we might
instance iosca's criticism of the U.S. polity on the grounds that
all the na.ionally-elected officers were deriandent upon the same
e l e c t o r a t e .

The coirimonest e:ia.'î l8 of constitutionally built-in social
conflict to be found is, I suppose, that of having a two-chamber
legislature, the two chambers being constituted on different
-ases. I'huB if one is elected by universal suffrage the other
could be confined by heredity to the members of a group not a
microcosm of the population at large, or it could be elected by
an electorate which is a proper subset of that for the popular
chamber, distinguished by age, property etc., Alternatively,
although the qualifiea voters .might be the same people, the
second chamber migjit weigh votes differently, either explicitly
(extra votes for the possession of certain characteristics) or
i£r5)licitly by driving up the constituencies differently (e.g.
weighting rural areas more heavily), guaranteeing quotes to
communal roups and so on. There are other possibilities, such
as a chamber composed of nominees of functional groups. All of
these are likely to produce friction based on divergent outlooks
and interests. The only methods of composing a second chamber
which are liable to produce only factitious disagreement are
election by whe same electorate and from the same constituencies,
election by the legislature and appointment by a government
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responsible to the elected legislature - though even then if the
teriTis of office are different or appointment is for life possibilities
of friction based on substantive political divergence are obviously
opened up. It should be noted in passing that conflict among
office-holders is not only compatible with conflict between office
holders and aspirant office-holders but in some situations actuallyy
presuppoaoB it. Thus if two legislative bodies have differently
composed electorates the only reason for expecting this difference
to be reflected in the legislatures themselves is that, due to
electoral competition, the successful candidates will have taken
up different positions, will belong to different groups Qtc.^

Other constitutionally-structured clashes could involve the
legislature and the executive. An obvious, and historically quite
common exataple in Europe, is a heritary executive (monarch) and
a body whose assent is required for levying taxes and which may
also have a more or less extensive legislative role. (However a
tlonarch might take up the interests of some other social group to
strengthen his own position). But, again, there are in principle
any number of ways in which the social base of the executive could
be differentiated from that of the legislature.

Judiciaries, of course, play a vital part in liberal thinking,
but such conflict as they may be expected to have with the
legislature or the executive is not built in explicitly. Partly,
as I have already suggested, the sheer desire not to be a cypher
may be a factor; also the training and socialization of judges
may be supposed to make them attach more significance to legal
niceties than laymen. Neither of these factors is however one
reflecting social divisions. Conflict based on social diviijions
between judges and other office-holders will coais about to the
extent that judges are drawn from a group whose outlook and interests
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d i f f e r f r o m t h o s e w h i c h o t h e r o f f i c e « » h o l d 6 r s ( e i t h e r a u t o n o -

flaousiy or iii order to stay in office) espouseo fhis isj, of
course^ of ten the casef but we should then not ice that there is

nothing special about jud^ccs in this respecto Perhaps even more

cooimonly the armed forces are drawn from a narrow statum « or
d i f f e r e n t s e c t i o n s o f t h e a r m e d f o r c e s m a i n t a i n o v e r t i m e d i f f e r e n t

patterns of re:;ruitmento (In a nufiaber of Latin American countries
for example J the havy and the Air i'orco are usually more liberal

than the Arrays and in Bolivia different parts of the army have

di f ferent afi i l ia t ionso This^ however^ takes us back to the

point that conflict as such does not conduce so liberal ends®
Conflict between a popularly elected President, say and a reactionary

art^y is unlikely to appeal oven to rL^dit liboralsf if we substitute
a reactionary judiciary there raay ba applause from right liberals,
but it should, be observed that the. chocking and balancing is

here so to speak accidental, and that if an equally reactionary

government came to .OTer the judiciary would cO'^peratQ with ito
This, however, is true to some extent of all the devices for

attaching social divisions to those between office-holderso

So fa r I have dea l t i n th is d iscuss ion w i th d iv i s ions a t a

given areal levelo But, as I have already pointed out, divisions
into sub-units geographically are almost bound to produce some

conflicts over £ind above those that would arise anyway if each
sub-uni t were an ident ica l microcosm of the larger un i t« On©

of the important x^ssibilites that this ox^ens up is that a group
which is a minority in one sub-unit but a majority in the larger
unit may be protected by intervention from the office-holders of
the larger unit (xjorhax:>s by Livv, perhaps by using ad hoc sanctions

arising from Sogo financial relationshipS/i Conversely, of course,
11 Hugh O^Bhaû -hncssy.> Anaacial Tiuieia AupuWt 24, 1971« pî ©e5o"The Bollvi'i.n Coups Scant Hope oi^Stability«



a group which is a Qinority in the larger group but forma a aajority
in one or more subunits may produce office-holders who are able
to use that position as a way of putting pressure on office-holders
elsewhere in the interests of members of the group.


